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Stepping Stones Literary Art Magazine is an
extracurricular student run publication that
showcases the creative writing and artistic talents of
a variety of Park Ridge Middle School students. The
magazine is worked on throughout the entire school
year by a group of students who signed up to be on
the magazine staff at an interest meeting held at the
beginning of the school year in September. There
are two faculty advisors who facilitate and organize
meetings and technical aspects of the
magazine. Once completed, the magazine is
published in June by an outside vendor and
distributed to all middle school students, faculty,
staff, and Administration.
Every student in grades 7 and 8 is offered the
opportunity to submit original works of literature and
art to the magazine staff until April of the publishing
year. Their submissions may be generated from
classroom assignments, or self motivated pieces
written specifically for the magazine. The staff
meets once a month and they spend their time
reviewing submissions, taking magazine related
photos, and brainstorming ideas for themes and
layouts.
We hope you enjoy this year’s issue of
Stepping Stones created by the Middle School
students of Park Ridge Jr./Sr. High School.
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Six Word Memoirs
“Ducklings escaped in backyard- CATCH THEM!”
- Ashley DeGeorge

“Skiing down the mountain, we laugh.”
- Alexa Cawood

“Packed up house, now we move.”
-Jenny O’Leary

“I ran thirteen miles to finish.”
–Evan Ciccarelli

“They pretend to be my friends.”
-Seton Liu

“First try, I shot it. BULLSEYE!”
–Kailey Levinson

Six Word Memoirs
“The referee’s hand went up… BANG!”
-Efren Gaytan

“Kneeled behind two broken cinder blocks.”
-Smriti Venkatachalam

“Tried to resist, ended with gobbling.” –Anita Abbaraju

“Whirlpool Rapids – biggest thrill in FOREVER.” –Isabel Carino

“Jumping in the pile while smiling.”
–Erica Ferranti
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Six Word Memoirs
“These pets, They make me responsible.”
-Matthew Trent

“Jellyfish stung me, swam away!”
–Ashleigh McManus

“Sitting in classroom…I fell asleep!”
–Ava Morgan

“Shopping, beaches, bonds with my sister.”
–Carly Ellingsen

“I carefully edit my documentary- Action!”
–Emma Agoos
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Children’s Eyes
Michael Bennett, Ava Mellone, and Derrick Alas

Children’s eyes have seen too much
Children have seen many brutalities of warfare
Children have seen so much
Children can’t get away from the death of young and old

Siblings no where to be found, searching desperately the ground,

Children’s eyes have seen many militia’s storming
Their eyes have been pouring
Children’s eyes are surrounded
Scary memories hiding from war

Lost youth, not their choice, searching for a safer door

Children’s eyes tearing up
Scared of everything they see
People have died in a gleam
Children’s eyes can’t get away

Children’s eyes
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War Time
Jessica Cicala, Nicholas Stallone
Children are young, they’re seeing lots of soldiers
Children are lost and things are getting tossed
Houses on fire children growing more tired
Heavy stuff on their shoulders people are missing their homes
People are smelling fear, might become tears
Bombs are getting closer, people are screaming
Their minds filled with sadness things are crashing
with madness.
The war…

No End in Sight
Luke Moser, Taylor Lavin, and Frankie DiBella
Children will wonder when war will end
Help is needed, hoping for something to send.
They start to think there’s no end in sight
The children do not want to fight
No end is sight.
Children are getting depressed
They start to guess
No end in sight.
No peace, no freedom, all fears.
Children want to get out of here
There is only fear here
The children hold on to hope
They have no choice but to cope

Angelina Adorno
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Jaidan Pfister

Young Eyes
Sean Estrada, Yadira Herrera-Montes, and Jaidan Pfister
Young eyes filled with sadness,
Inside those young eyes there is madness.
Can you see the kids crying?
Can you see the children sobbing?
Seeing those eyes sobbing screaming and running,
In those eyes are secrets,
Never to be told.
You think they’re filled with weakness,
But they are rather bold.
Seeing those kids hiding, crying, lying
In those eyes stories unfold without saying a word.
War will leave a scar,
But they realize they have to survive.
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A Terrible Sight
Mariana Alonso, Jake Farrington, Patrick Hunt, Madelyn Bradler

Black clouds and blood-stained floors
We run out the doors from the gore

Fear surrounds all ages
We shed a tear,
Now we have to run in fear

Bullets rain, flow of flame
War is a bet for a lost game

We don’t know what is causing this flame
Kids fearing, they run away in fright.
Lots of frights, it’s a horrible sight
Troops are losing the fight

War is like a nightmare we will never forget
Bathe is a big bet
We are giving lives as debt

Elyse von der Lieth
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Inside During Wartime
Michael Gorrin
It has been a lot of days,
I can’t even count, why are we in war?
I don’t know what is is about.
It is loud, bomb raids,
Green police on the street.
Clop, Clop, Clop of their boots, sending fear shooting through me.
We can’t even move our feet.
We are frozen, like a gazelle staring into its’ attackers eyes.
We are in a tight room, claustrophobic.
The walls are starting to collapse on our souls.

Christine Richiez
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Sabrina Sheridan

"My hand holds yours,
For once I feel protected.
We are in a separate universe,
Please let us stay connected."
Sabrina Sheridan
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“Life” by Anonymous
Life, it’s all about the memories. Life is full of experiences, the friends you
make live with you during your whole life. For some people, it’s harder.
That’s why you become friends with them! You don’t want to be like
them, so you change along with them. Those are the best friendships.

Olivia Walter (colored pencils & marker)
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The Story of Tim
Daniel Simpson
Connecting is not his expertise.
No one would ever take a pic with him and say “cheese.”
He embarrassed himself in the soccer game that day.
When he scored at the wrong goal, the other team went “yay!”
He cried and cried each day and night,
as he had no friends, which was quite a fright.
But then one day, one bright sunny morning, a boy in his chemistry class started strolling.
The boy strolled to him and put down his marker and said “Hey, do you want to be my partner?”
He smiled wide, as wide as can be, and said “Hey, thanks for choosing me.”
From that day on, did life change for him,
and that’s the story of a boy named Tim.

Oshun Black (marker)
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EDWARD AND THE MAGICAL UNICORN
A FRACTURED FAIRYTALE WRITTEN AND INSPIRED BY “THE FISHERMAN AND HIS WIFE”

Genesis Ortiz, Erika Shein, Caitlyn Bratcher

Once upon a time a man named Edward and his wife Rose-Mary lived in a little cottage in
a forest. During a beautiful sunny morning, Rose-Mary was hiking through the forest and found
a unicorn glistening in the sunlight. Rose-Mary didn’t know what it was at first, so she continued
on her journey through the woods. When all of a sudden the unicorn startled her when she said,
“It’s a beautiful day, isn’t it?”
“Did you just say something?” Rose-Mary asked curiously.
“Who else could it possibly be, the rock behind me?” explained the unicorn sarcastically.
“Well no, I guess not,” she whispered softly.
“Hi I’m Starlight, a magical unicorn,” she explained.
“I’m Rose-Mary, I like your name,” she answered. Rose-Mary took Starlight back to her
and her husband's cottage, so he could meet her for the first time. When Starlight walked in
through the door, Edward’s jaw dropped. He was dazzled by the beautiful creature his wife had
brought home.
“So, do you like her?” asked Rose-Mary.
“Do I like her, I love her! Can we keep her?” exclaimed Edward.
“I mean if you want,” she said.
“YEAH!!” he screamed. He was obsessed with her, and from that day on he never left Starlight’s
side.
“Starlight, may I ask you something?” Edward questioned.
“Make me live in a mansion using your special powers,” he stated.
“If you would like,” Starlight replied.
“This cottage is old and too small to live in,” he complained.
“Alright,” she sighed. “Once I count to the number three you’ll be in the place you’ll want to
be,” she sang. Edward said that he couldn’t have asked for anything better, but the next day he
thought of what he could have wished for next.
“Make me the King and give me a castle to live in,” he demanded.
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“Okay, once I count to the number three you’ll be in the place you’ll want to be,” she sang. He
closed his eyes and once he opened them, he saw right in front of him, the biggest castle he had
ever seen.
“WOW, I couldn’t have asked for anything better,” Edward gasped. Until one day, he thought
and he thought of things to ask for the next day. Finally he knew that he had to be, Lord of the
whole universe! His wife thought that he was being too selfish and taking advantage of Starlight
and her magical powers. Later on that day he demanded...
“You have to make me Lord of the Universe, Starlight,” he ordered.
“I’m sorry Edward, but I’m not able to,” Starlight apologized.
“WHAT?!”Edward questioned.
“Bye Edward,” Starlight said. The second he closed his eyes, he fell into a deep sleep and when
he woke up he was in his cottage. Rose-Mary ran after Starlight when she started to walk out of
the little, old cottage.
“I am sorry Starlight,” explained the wife.
“Oh, it’s fine some people just don’t appreciate what they already have,” Starlight addressed.
From that moment on, nobody had ever seen Starlight again in the magical forest that Rose-Mary
had found her in.
The moral of the story is that some people take advantage of things that should be appreciated.
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THE APPLE WORKER
A FRACTURED FAIRYTALE WRITTEN AND INSPIRED BY “THE FISHERMAN AND HIS WIFE”

Alexis Helman and Angie Kuiters
Recently there was a young man that went by the name of Bertram. He worked at the
apple store. He wasn’t too tall nor too short. He was the average type of guy with an average
type of job. Every day he would wake up in the morning, go to work, come home, eat dinner,
sleep, and then gets ready to get back up the next day. One day his normal, mundane day became
a little better and more exciting when he came upon a normal phone with a not so normal app on
it. This app was able to grant them anything they wished for.
As he walked through the doors into his small apartment his wife asked him the same
question she asks him every day, “Have you done nothing good today?”
“I do something good every day, I make money so you and I can live in this apartment.
But today I did do something that will make us happy and hopefully have a better life. It is a
magical app that can grant us things to do us better in life.”
“What did you wish for?” Anna replied.
“I, I did not wish for anything yet,” the husband said looking down at the ground.
“Why did you not think about this. What if someone uses it before you?”
“I am sorry, I should have done that, tomorrow I will wish for something. What do you
want?”
Anna took some time to think of her wish. Then her eyes lit up with an idea, “I am tired
of living in this tiny apartment. I want a huge penthouse, with a lot of room for everything we
own.”
The next day he went to work and before doing anything else, he walked up to the phone
and got ready to wish for a huge penthouse. As he walked up to the phone with the green and
blue phone case, he thought of what he was going to say. He whispered so no one around him
could hear him, “App, app, app why I wish for a grand penthouse that I can happily live in with
my beautiful wife.”
His day went on and he wondered, has it really worked? Has he given him and his wife a
beautiful penthouse for them to live in? He pondered whether it had worked or not. 4:00, one
more hour left of the work day and then he was going to either a huge, beautiful apartment or a
small, repugnant apartment.
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It was 5:30 and he has finally turned onto his street to go home from his long day of
work. He parked in his usual parking spot and threw out his pack of Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups
he finished on the drive back into the usual trash bin. Everything happened like normal today but
he got closer and closer to his apartment and when he got to where it should be he stopped and
turned for where the door should be. Instead of a door he saw pulchritudinous plants and a
marble wall. As he continued to walk he saw a marble wall. It stretched on for about a dozen feet
until he saw a large golden door with two giant, golden door handles.
He was about to continue to walk when he heard someone say, “Bertram, where are you
going? Would you like us to grab your stuff from work?”
Bertram looked around and he found an address number. It read, 123 on the left door.
This was his apartment where he shared it with hundreds of other people. Now, it shows only 10
living spaces. One of them belonging to him. He took the elevator up to the 10th floor which he
lived in according to the directory. Bertram walked into the beautiful penthouse with a marble
staircase and gold something, everywhere you turned.
He walked into his kitchen and before he even got a look around the kitchen, Anna said,
“What a beautiful place we now live in, but it is not enough. I want to live in the White House
and be the president where I can help make decisions and fix the country of America.”
“I don’t know if that is such a good idea, I mean we’ve already gotten this large
penthouse from the small app,” Bertram replied.
“Do it now or I will sob and be grieving for eternity!”
So Bertram went on with his day until he woke up and returned the next day where he
walked up to the phone. He pondered the whole drive to work whether it was a good idea to
request living in the White House and being the president.
He opened the doors and as he walked to the phone, he knew what he had to do to make
his wife happy. So he requested to live in the White House and let his wife be the president.
Then he went on with his work day and when he returned home, he found the huge White House
where he knew he was now living in. He walked in to see his wife with bodyguards standing
around him. Once they made eye contact, he ran toward her.
Instead of the thanks he deserved and he expected, she said to him, “This is amazing, but
not amazing enough. I need something bigger and better. I want everyone to know my name not
just America. I want to be ruler of the world. I want to live in a palace.”
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“I don’t know, you’ve already asked for so much.”
“Well, if you don’t go and ask the app to make me ruler, I will go and do it myself. Your
choice!” Anna said with sass.
He didn’t want her to do that because everyone would find out about the app. So
everything happened the same the next day. Woke up, went to work, made his wish, went home,
and saw his beautiful new home which was better than the last. A grand palace with large glassstained windows. Then the same thing as the past few days happened, Anna yelled, “Bertam!
This needs to be better, it isn’t enough! I want to rule the world. Dominate and be a dictator for
everyone. Everyone will listen to me!”
“I am really not sure if this is a good idea! I’ve warned you before and this is truly getting
out of hand. I am not sure the phone can even do that for you. Isn’t this enough?”
“No! I won’t quit until I am the ruler of all, where I can live happily while everyone bows
down to me! Do it tomorrow or I will!”
“Fine, fine! I will do it!” he replied.
So the next day as he went to work, he thought about his decision. About how he is
letting her get everything she wants while he gets nothing. He did what he knew what he had to
do. So he walked through the doors and went straight to the iPhone 7 where he unlocked the
phone and pressed the magical app.
“What would your bratty wife like this time?” the phone said.
“She would like to be ruler of the world. She wants everyone to bow down for her.”
“Go to her and you will find the meaning of life. She won’t be a ruler but just a small
business owner like she was before. She won’t live in a huge house or palace but a small tworoom apartment like she lived in before. She won’t have people bow down to her but people will
barely acknowledge her like they did before. Now, may she truly understand how grateful she
should have been.”
So he went home and found the old apartment he used to live in, with his wife working
on sewing clothes for her old job. He was treated as he was before, with little authority. That was
okay in Bertram’s eyes though. He didn’t need all of that. He just needed to be happy.
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EVIL PREVAILS: URSULA’S PERSPECTIVE
A FRACTURED FAIRYTALE WRITTEN AND INSPIRED BY THE LITTLE MERMAID

Daniel Simpson and Sienna Prisco
Once upon the murky waters, I was laying in my lair with my two eels, also my only
friends. Just like every other day, I was again complaining to my eels about being lonely and
having no luck ever.
“I don’t have good looks! I don’t have a good attitude, and worst of all, that annoying girl
Ariel has all those things. She even has a beautiful voice!” I complained. It really isn’t fair that she
gets all these nice things.
“What if you sssssteal Ariel from her father? Then we can trick her into giving up
anything.” Flotsam, my smart eel replied.
“Yesssss ssssmart idea,” Jetsam said.
“Well done, my sea spies. Now go, GO FETCH HER FOR ME!” I yelled, letting out an
evil cackle. My, was it good to have power!
“Yesssssss Ursssssula,” The eels said, swimming away to fetch Ariel.
You see, I am not any ordinary sea witch; I am the most evil, sly, and cold-hearted sea
witch from the Atlantic to Pacific Ocean. I can come up with the most evil plans to get what I want
and won’t stop until I get it. I’ll admit it - I am greedy, pure greedy.
Flotsam and Jetsam were on their way to get Ariel. I couldn’t wait to have all the things
she did. Some people tried to tell me I was jealous of her. HAH! The thought of that makes me
cackle. Jealous, of a little girl? Not me. I’m Ursula, the powerful and mighty sea queen.
Just as I was boosting my self-confidence, my servants- I mean friends, had returned with
Ariel. Her being nervous didn’t shock me. In fact, it was just what I wanted: a powerless, nervous,
loser.
“I-I shouldn’t be here. Mother died because of you,” Ariel said nervously. I try playing the
nice card, something that I know I can do very well if I try. The best I could do was
“YOU BETTER NOT BE GETTING COLD FINS NOW!” I opened my magic shell, a
huge grin spread across my face. I was getting what I want...finally!
Ariel screamed with fear until she was cut off. All of a sudden her vocal cords became
powerless. She couldn’t scream anymore. I held the shell in my hand and let out a cackle. When I
opened the shell, I let Ariel hear her beautiful voice one final time - the voice that was now all
mine. I realized that Ariel would quickly summon her dad. So for her silence, I decided to give her
something in return, something I know she’s been longing for - a pair of legs. I watched as the
helpless girl floated up to the shore, no longer able to live under the water.
As soon as the girl arrived on the shore, I watched her every move. Being the most evil sea
queen and all, you have a few spies on land.
A few hours later, Flotsam and Jetsam approached me. They just came from a meeting with
our gull spies regarding Ariel’s actions on shore.
“Ursssssula. We have newsssss.” Flotsam said.
“The girl found a princcceeeee and they are having dinner tonight in the casssstle.” Jetsam
said.
This was far more serious than I had thought. The girl was happy on land. She doesn’t miss
her friends or her family. My hope of her feeling alone and upset was shattered; I didn’t want a
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happy romance between her and the prince. What if i take away her legs? I thought, Then she
wouldn’t be able to marry her prince!
I knew exactly how to get my perfect plan into action. I would put my love-snatcher potion
into a drink that would turn Ariel back into a mermaid, simply after she kissessssss Prince Eric.
Then I, Ursula the sea witch, could have a prince.
Oh, did I tell you that I have other potions? I have a whole room full of potions in my
lair...and tonight I’m using my favorite - the body swap. That’s right, I can switch bodies with
whoever I touch for a whole hour. I knew just how I could put my potion in Ariel’s drink, to turn
her back to a mermaid. I, Ursula, was going to become their chef.
I drank the grape-flavored potion and swam up to sea. My tentacles have magic in them,
so walking on the shore wasn’t a problem. I walked right up to the castle, sneaked inside, and
approached the kitchen. SLAP! I hit Chef Louis on the shoulder. We shook and spun till we
perfectly became each other.
“RUN.” I ordered the chef, now looking like myself. He ran to the sea, not asking questions;
my plan was working better than I could ever imagine. Just to my luck, he had already prepared
their food, and I heard noise coming from the dining room. It was dinnertime. Quickly before I
brought them their food and drinks, I poured my special mermaid potion into Ariel’s glass. I
brought the food over to them, keeping myself from putting a sly grin on my face. Play it cool,
Ursula, play it cool. You are getting everything you’ve ever dreamed of.
“This one’s a special for the lady. Should help with her voice.” I lied, handing Ariel the
tampered drink. Somehow, they seemed to believe me. Ariel gulped down her drink and I couldn’t
help the tiny little grin forming on my face. Now, we just had to wait for the kiss.
As I was getting ready to leave, I heard something in the dining room. I peeked in to see
my worst nightmare; Eric was down on his knee, ring in his hand.
“Will you marry me?” he asked Ariel.
Now this just gave me even more work on my plate, which I did not have time for. I had
to be at that wedding - that’s when they’ll kiss. Then, Ariel will be exposed as the little mermaid
she is, and there i’ll be, ready to be the bride.
The next day, around noon, the wedding was about to begin. Eric deciding to make the
wedding the next day was perfect for my plan. I used another one of my body swap potions to pose
as a beautiful girl named Vanessa. This body swap potion didn’t even require touching the suspect!
How surprised the real Vanessa would have felt! Once Ariel was gone, there was no way the prince
could resist me and my beauty. My long, purple, glittery dress and my shiny, lucious brown locks
was all a man could dream of. I had everything that had once belonged to Ariel.
Suddenly, silence filled the room as Ariel walked down the aisle. Eric was waiting with a
smile at the altar with the priest. For just a second, I felt a feeling inside of me; A feeling of not
knowing if this was the right decision. They did look kind of cute together...I guess. No, Ursula.
You deserve this. You’ve been working your entire life for this moment. Don’t back out now.
Anxiousness filled my mind, like a bottle being slowly filled up. The wedding dragged on
and on and the priest never seemed to STOP TALKING!
“You may kiss the bride.” The priest suddenly said, waking me out of my daze.
Yes! It’s finally happening! Now I can just sit back and watch. They slowly started to lean
in towards each other. As soon as their lips touched, POOF; Ariel was on the floor, flopping
around. The sounds of her trying to gasp for air were very apparent, leaving her with her only
escape - jumping into the water. She used all the energy she had, and jumped over the edge of the
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boat. Oh, let me tell you how pathetic she looked in that moment. A feeling of pure joy rushed
through me like a sugar high. Prince Eric was all mine now.
“Aww, what a shame!” I cried, “poor Eric is alone at the altar. If only someone else was
willing to marry him!”
“If only… I can’t become prince without a bride.” Eric mumbled, looking heartbroken.
“Hmm…you need someone with great looks, a great personality, single, and someone who
can easily get married now.” I said, hinting at myself.
“I wonder who that would be…” Eric responded. He was taking so long to notice me, but
I knew he was interested. I couldn’t wait anymore for him to propose.
“IT’S ME!” I screamed at him, feeling extremely impatient.
“Oh… I guess you’ll do.” Eric said.
“I have to tell my friends Flotsam and Jetsam!” I shouted. “We can get married right now
though.” I said putting my hand out, awaiting him to put the shiny, gold ring on my hand. He
reluctantly slipped the ring onto my finger and the wedding started all over again. The plan is
going just as it should be.
“Oh, sweet prince, I must share with you a secret!” I cried, ready to reveal my truth, “But
you must love me forever and ever. Do you promise?” I asked.
“I-I guess so, what is it?” he responded.
I knew he wouldn’t like it so I quickly splashed one of my love potions into Eric’s face,
assuring that he will love me forever and ever no matter what. “Oh, how clumsy of me!
Well…what I was going to say was...I’m not Vanessa. My name is Ursula and I am a sea witch.”
“Very funny, Vanessa, I like girls with a sense of humor!” Eric replied cheerfully, blind of
the fact that I was suffering to share my truth. It just had to be told. I couldn’t live the rest of my
life a lie, only to please another. My body swap potion began to wear off, for it had been over an
hour. My beautiful legs slipped away into multiple tentacles; my skin was turning a bright
lavender, and before I knew it, Ursula was back.
It was all over now. He knew I was an evil sea queen. A feeling of enragement flowed
through my body. Why do I feel so guilty and alone when I should be happy I have a prince? Then,
I realized the cause to all my feelings of loneliness; Eric didn’t really love me. I had tricked him
into marrying me. He may be acting like he loves me, but that’s the potion, not him. Living my
life as a lie as Vanessa is just as bad as him lying to love me. I took away the effects of the love
potion I put on him and ran back to the sea before he could react to me.
I was proud I made the right decision, but sad I didn’t get what I wanted. I didn’t get any
sleep that night, as I realized how lonely it really was in my cave, doing nothing but plotting against
happy people. So now you know, I, Ursula, can get sad too. Us villains aren’t all mean and tough
like they come off to be. I guess ruining other peoples lives, tends to ruin yours a bit too. Good
always defeats evil in a battle, even when the good and evil conflict is within ourselves.
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Accepting Reality
Isabel Carino
Freedom was unattainable
Always being controlled by outside forces
Minds
In control of my future
Latching on
Yielding me from moving
I tried to break away
Not really knowing how to
Trying to do so differently every time
Ending up with only wrong ways to escape
Reminding me of the only dream I ever had
Failing at achieving freedom,
Emerged me in something I never entirely grasped
Reality
Eternally absorbed by its presence
Never able to do anything but think of the truth
Caused me to question who the minds were
Every time coming to the same answer
Never wanting to accept it
Denying the truth was worse than what they had done
Not able to get over how flawlessly they pulled their plan off
Never allowing me to see the reality of how and who they were
The worst part was that the answer was always in front of me

Estelle Fisher
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Edgewater
Evan Burns
The tip-off goes up and a rush goes through my body.
When the ball touches my hands, time slows, and I’ve never seen the court like this.
Through the quarters, basket after basket went snapping through the net.
I wasn’t tired. I had no desire to stop. I was uncontrollable.
Sweat. On my face, on my arms.
It represents the time and work put into this.
My hands smell of the rubber of the ball, and yet we still have not completed the victory.
The crowd, the players, the coaches, all yelling.
I only hear quiet, pure concentration. 5, 10, 15, 20, 25.
The points go up faster than I can count.
Like a marathon runner with the finish line in sight, I was unstoppable.
Layups, mid-range, 3 pointers, everything was falling through the hoop.
The buzzer goes off, ringing in my ears.
The game was over, leaving the Owls as champions.
30 points next to my name in the scorebook.
30.
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Pursuing Happiness
Lauren Ferranti
Actress, movie star, famous
Nurse, doctor, caretaker
Teacher, learner, professor
Singer, popstar, artist
Lawyer, attorney, defender
Different ways of pursuing happiness
Different people
Different dreams
Traveling the world
Being successful
Getting married
Starting a family
Different motivations
Different determinations
Different dreams
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In Musical Theater class, students applied their knowledge of
sketching and makeup artistry and created characters from their
imaginations or based off of their
favorite films using colored pencils.

Sienna Prisco
Sunjukta Vaidhyanathan

Grace Rutowski

Reagan Scully
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Francesca Winterson
Emma Agoos

Jenny O’Leary

Ava Hanson
Ashleigh McManus
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Christmas Winter Fairyland
Nicole Larghi
Tossing and turning I can’t fall asleep
But, suddenly it’s time to awake
The presents wrapped neatly around the tree like a dress
The stockings are filled to the top and my happiness fills me up
The smell of the fire, the crackle, crackle, crackling
As the presents are opening the crinkle, crinkle, crinkling
And the cameras are click click clicking
The sounds of joy fill the air
As the presents leave the tree
He becomes upset as for all of his new friends have left him
The smell of the food fills up the house
The cookies are fresh and ready to be eaten
As family arrives excitement fills the air
“Merry Christmas!” Grandma announces
“Such exciting time of the year isn’t it?”
Grandpa questions
“Merry Christmas! It is so wonderful out!!” I
reply
The food and the presents make us all
unaware that
As the day comes to an end
It will not come back again until next year
At the end of the day
We all start wishing it will come everyday

Anita Abbaraju
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Tommy McGuire

Tree House
Eddie LaPadula
Builders built the treehouse
Watching was a beaver’s spouse
The humans took and cut down trees
And divided them by 3’s
It was built strong
The bird no longer sings his song
The beavers take a bath
After walking their path
They see the house of trees
They let out a wheeze
They dream of getting back their trees
All of their wood was gone into the breeze
He says “Hey that wood is for me!”
“Not for you to build a house of trees”
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The Performance
Claire Throne
Waiting to go on stage
Breathe in, breathe out
Chills run down my body
Fingers cold as ice
Audience buzzes, my thoughts blocking the sound
I’m finally ready to go on the empty stage, only the piano sits in the middle
Each step taken, practice each day
I start to play but something’s different
The energy of my body takes over
Now I’m playing faster
Piano keys seem to play themselves, still I’m in control
The sound gets louder
Audience is on the edge of their seats
Music progresses, flying by fast
The recital ends and the audience is as excited as children on Christmas morning
I’ve done it, this really happened
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A Dachshund Dream
Ashley DeGeorge
Looking up at me was a bundle
of caramel-colored cuteness;
eyes like melted chocolate
fur like smooth caramel
as soft as woven silk
warmer than hot chocolate
after a long time skiing
She trips over herself chasing
the ball I had thrown,
her little legs were a blur
as she sprints back to me,
not moving very fast but
it seemed remarkably fast to her
she drops it at my feet,
tongue lolling out in excitement,
her nose wet against my hand,
speaking to me, telling me
she wanted to go again,

Shaina Whitehead

but it was late
A dachshund dream had come true,
and it was better than had been dreamt.
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Hallie Viering

The Thrill of Skiing
Leonardo Ciccarelli
There are people everywhere on the ski slope. The cold wind is like a barking dog, it cannot be
ignored. It has always been my dream to go off the highest trail. I get on line nervous and excited
at the same time. On the way up the lift, I feel weightless, as if I could fly. Everybody is an ant
below me. At the top, I feel gravity regain its grasp on me. The view is breathtaking. I stand at
the top of the mountain, with my skis on my feet, ready to go. I take off starting slowly and
eventually speeding like a rocket. I quickly pass others and advance down the mountain. The
wind is even stronger on my way down. My hair flies around wildly and snow sticks to my face.
I keeping picking up speed until suddenly I reached the bottom at a halt. As I catch my breath, I
make my way back to the ski lift to experience the thrill and excitement again.

My Biggest Supporters
Jenny O’Leary
The overwhelming amount of encouragement,
and the mixed emotions crashing down on my shoulders.
Like my own company of management.
It’s like flying into space,
not knowing where to go or what to do.
But my parents know what to say,
and what they say is true.
“Just keep on going because you will succeed.”
They go out of their way to help me pursue my dreams,
turning them into a reality.
They show me a positive mentality.
In the forks on the road,
in the path of life,
when the questions have overflowed.
Am I good enough?
My parents show me I am tough,
And give me the correct path to take.
They help me fix my mistakes,
and get me one step closer to achieving my dreams.

Caroline Wharton
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The Day He Left
Lucia Lofaro
Driving down a bumpy road made my stomach hurt.
It was as if he was going to never come home.
We stopped the car. Chills rushing from head to toe. Trees
are dancing in the wind as my brother steps foot onto the campus.
As he takes his last steps as a high school student, pain strikes me.
My brother no longer lives with us. I
look around, people are cheering.
Music is blasting. Students outside are
at their home, welcoming the new
arrivers with signs. Everyone is happy.
But melancholy fills me,
like a cup filled with water.
It’s almost as if it is a nightmare.
The whistling wind runs through my
hair,
as I think to myself, what is life going
to be without him.
We walk into his new home.

His new room, we set it all up.
Replacing his old room at my home.
I will miss him, the games we played,
the Disney music we danced to,
The songs we sang to, and the overall
every night knowing
I will come home to him. It’s over.
But life only moves forward, and you
have to accept that.
So, until next holiday, I’ll be waiting.

Alba Sanchez
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Wishing On a Star
Kerry Perez
Wishing upon a star,
As I’m looking from afar.
Hoping, wishing, dreaming
On a star that is brightly beaming.
Dreaming for something that makes me smile,
Because really, it has been a while.
Since I’ve dreamed like there was no tomorrow,
But now I am just left with my sorrow.
Surrounded by darkness as I stand in the cold,
Only me and the stars, who have a story, which remains
untold.

Ava Morgan

With the stars dancing and shimmering above my head,
These hopes of mine continue to spread.
Like a child at play,
Wishing and dreaming the night away.
But really, I wouldn’t want it any other way,
Just me, the stars, and my dreams all day.
Upon a star, I wish,
While some may think it is foolish.
To be hoping, wishing, dreaming
On a star that will never, ever stop gleaming.
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The Ideal Imperfect Dream
Anita Gayatri Abbaraju
Where is the sky?
Clear in view like glass
Yet lost in the unknown like fog
Hiding behind the cotton balls that travel below
Where are the clouds?
Drifting like curved stormy lines
Traveling beyond the sea
Searching for something to show appear
Where is the sun?
Close to our heated bodies
But far like the twinkling stars
Reaching out to what we call home
Where are the stars?
Flickering like lights being possessed
Moving nowhere like a lost child
Hiding beneath the bright blue paper
Where is the moon?
Reflecting the light of the sun at night
And hiding around homes by day
Changing form like a person
not loving herself
Where am I?
Roaming the empty soil
Walking on white blankets of snow
Searching for perfect imperfection
I turn.
I don’t want to look
Where is the perfection in this world?
There isn’t. There is only perfect imperfection

Caroline Wharton
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The perfect imperfection comes from me
And you.

Evan Ciccarelli

Dream Dog
Evan Ciccarelli
The thought of a new dog was crazy as it rushed through my mind. Would she be like my old
dog? Would she be nice or mean? Would I love her? Then we were home. I opened the door and
in she went. We followed like cats chasing a mouse. Oops! She peed on the rug. Oops! She peed
on the floor. Then she was outside racing around like an athlete at an Olympic track meet. She
raced around and around the grassy yard. Grass flew behind her and her eyes burned with an
everlasting fire of happiness. She stopped. She was next to me. I went to pet her hoping to find a
fluffy, cute, cuddly pup. Then I awoke from my dreaming to the sadness of losing Rosie as tears
fill my eyes and overflowed like a cloud that couldn’t hold its rain any longer. I miss her so; the
dreams make it worse. They are like enemies who won’t retreat. Mom said one day we would get
a new dog. Would he be like my old dog? Would he be nice or mean? Would I love him?
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Drifting Away From Reality
Caroline Wharton
Darkness.
Darkness is all I see.
It surrounds the vibrant colors of the
rose garden outside.
It engulfs the maple trees that whistle
in the wind.
Just Darkness.
Light appears in the sky,
and it uncovers the fabric of reality,
as my mind slips away into the unknown.
I land on a sandy shore
from memories of the past,
one that is long forgotten, yet so familiar.
The ocean waves of aqua glide
elegantly upon the beach,
Pulling and pushing in an endless cycle
of motion.

Caroline Wharton

The scent of the churning sea foam fills the air,
and freedom stretches across the dark horizon.
Thousands of little lights shine bright up above,
Twinkling and illuminating the night sky.
I step onto the waves; they are cold to the touch,
The water ripples under my feet as I walk across the lively sea below
Twirling and leaping, I glide gracefully across the water,
Dancing to the faint, peaceful tune that plays in my head,
A new light rises, causing the sky to radiate with red and orange energy
A ladder appears on the water, wooden and soft,
and I climb back to reality.
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Dreaming as a Team
Bryan Martel
Football
Team, Friends, Family
All the same
Working towards
A goal, a dream
Not just the 11 players
On the field
But coaches, backups,
Help through it all
Dreams in the heat of September
Can be achieved in the heat of November
Everyone’s been working hard
Sweating in the heat
Freezing in the cold
Time for it to pay off on the turf
When the pads come on
Anyone not wearing our maroon
Should be worried and scared
Fans, coaches, and teammates
All in maroon and white
But what was that dream
A champion, a Superbowl champion
With the big game on the line
You, the team pulls through
And what happens?
Dreams… become reality
But how did we get here?
We came together
As a team
But more as a family
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Invisible
Smriti Venkatachalam
Look in the long, eerie alley.
Hidden all the way in the
Dark, deep, cold corner
Is a little child.
That’s me.
Scared, naïve, and hopeful,
I stay curled up in a little ball,
Dreaming.
Some days I dream of my family,
The one that abandoned me.
The pain inside only grows
Leaving a gaping hole in my heart.
Still, the heart needs to heal and
Not every day can be set aside to mourn.
`
Today I am soaring,
Flying on my dream of finding a true
Family and home.
The feeling filling inside me
Feels like a shaken soda,
Waiting to explode.
Crackle! I hear the leaves rustle and
Submerse deeper in to my corner
Hiding from any prying eyes that may find me.
Then I see a kind woman appear
With a happy, smiling dog.
The dog bounds up to my spot and
Starts to dance around me.
The woman soon follows, only to discover me.
She sits next to me and offers me something,
Something more powerful than words and is
The one thing I need.
A hug.
Finally, I am not invisible.
Alba Sanchez
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It Turns Out It Was Just a Dream
Ashleigh McManus
I was jumping up and down like dogs that jump for treats
Then I went for it,
My “Ariel” it is a cartwheel with no hands
which I learned the day before
My friend taught me how to do it
The next thing you know,
“AHHHHHHHH”
I screamed as loud as thunder
I felt upset and pain in my knee
My mom also told me not to get hurt because I had a soccer tournament today
My mom, dad, and sister came running in through the backyard gate
Then we went straight to the emergency room
X-ray to make sure nothing tore or broke and anything like that
knee wrapped and crutches
Sat to watch the tournament
But, all of a sudden, I hear my alarm go off
“BEEP BEEP BEEP”
I sit up and realize I was in my room and it was just a dream
I am grateful
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Crushed
Breanna Adel
I heard the voice whisper,
“Give up, you can’t do it!”
Running away and chasing the dreams
That have defined my life.
Searching for something that was
nonexistent.
S–T–R–E–T–C–H
I was stretching, reaching for my dreams,
But it didn’t matter.
My dreams were slipping away.
Slippery as an eel.
It was as if everything was gone.
My dreams, vanished.
Sucked into a black hole,

Christine Richiez

Never to be seen again.
What has happened to me?
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Dreams are endless, Time is limited
Sabrina Sheridan
My eyelids close,
Not a slit between them.
A gentle blow
Leave my rough surfaced lips.
A bubble forms
From my steady breaths of
Sleep, stress, and thought.
It floats above my reach.
Off it reflects
My beaten and scratched self.
Fails to reflect
My endless hope; my dreams.
Inside it holds
My potential; my faith.
I lift my hand,
Hoping to capture that.
The bubble pops,
Soap trickles down my finger,
All hope is lost.

Sabrina Sheridan

My chance has expired.
Time isn’t up.
I blow again,
This time with increased thought.
Along with thought,
Tries are continuous.
I chase the dream,
Not letting time run out
Before my hand
Feels its surface to full satisfaction.
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WINGS
Seton Liu
Smog is air in this bleak world with sky full of slate. Dark clouds loom over the horizon, the
rumbles of thunder crashing down upon the earth with the might of a wrathful god.
I cough, hopping over the rubble of something broken long ago, over a mosaic of broken glass,
The smoke, the darkness, it illuminates,
The grisly sight before me.
My head beats like a drum, THUMP, THUMP, telling me it’s time,
To go to work.
The towering building, the prison of my creation, casts shadows even in the void of blackness,
Its stillness, its tranquility, a cruel joke that mocks my eyes and clouds my thoughts,
And every step towards the mouth of the beast sends shudders through my spine, convulsing my
core and incinerating my being. In my way sits a man, hunched over in thought, wearing rags
and a tattered red scarf.
He speaks, “Is your dream worth a thing to you? Would you have one or a diamond ring of
blue?”
“The only thing dear to my heart is money.”
He laughs, a deep guffaw, lines around his eyes creasing. His happiness evokes searing anger,
bubbling and cascading to the surface in an unstoppable typhoon.
“A caged bird can never fly.”
“But it doesn’t hurt to try… so kid, you seem keen. Need a dream? I’ll sell you mine for ten
ninety-nine.”
“Money is the root of all evil,” I conclude. “But I’d rather be a sinner than foolish.”
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I enter an office, an ocean of blank stares greeting me, bleached of feeling and stripped of
emotion.
“Hello.”
“Hello.”
Am I just another fish in the sea?
I stare at a screen. The clacking of the keyboard is a metronome for the beat of my heart. Words
reflect the deepest fragments of my
shattered soul.I type the lie of my life.
Thunder rattles glass, and the first droplets
of rain begin to bombard this broken city.
A shimmer catches my eye. A songbird
darts in and out of the haze, a crimson
streak on its breast and its rainbow wings
full of luster. The bird calls to me with its
song, its chirps sounding like laughter,
coaxing me away from the world.
But it too just ends up choking on smoke,
ending the melody of merriment.
Olivia Walter

How fitting.
“Wouldn’t it be so nice to fly?” I hear my shadow whisper.
A seed of temptation, of curiosity, blooms in a glorious moment of realization.
The sound of glass breaking pierces the silence as I hurl myself towards the creature.
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I reach for those pretty wings. The burden of my shadow lets me go, but I just inhale toxic
fumes, the putrid scent of dirty money sending me back behind the glass.
The flower wilts, devoid of its vibrancy, its petals drooping and falling like tears.
With a flash of lightning and a BOOM of thunder, a shadow becomes solid, its inky mass rising
and forming the figure of the scarfed man.
“Money may be the root of all evil,” the man says, stretching his hand out to me as he appears
before me, radiant wings shrouding his body and bathing it in light.
Is he an angel?
“But dreams are the routes of all people, so take the high road!”
And I take his hand, flying to the world of dreamers.
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Dreams are Trees
Kailey Levinson
Dreams are trees.
Beginning as innocent, tiny, little seeds, and
not knowing how or what will ever happen
to them or their lives.
Dreams are trees.
They begin to spread some strong and superior roots
for all to see; and create the base of
their undecided destiny.
Dreams are trees.
When they get the sunshine and water they need,
they simply grow tall and brilliantly branch out into
a true and trustworthy tree.

Daniel Simpson

Dreams are trees.
However, if this support isn’t given,
they will not stay alive, and their lives will end.
And this ain’t good, my dear friend.
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Dreams are trees.
Some people think it’s okay, to blow their
lives away
by cutting them down with a loud
KABOOM!
Dreams are trees.
But it is not good!
Nobody has the right to
be cutting down your trees, nor the right to
be crushing your dreams!
Dreams are trees.
So stay true to them, and always know that
you can achieve almost
anything you put your magnificent
Anita Abbaraju

mind to. And even when it feels like no one is
supportive nor caring of you and your dreams;
Allow yourself to keep taking the path on
your destiny to let your dreams happen.
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STAFF BIOGRAPHIES
Angelina Adorno is an 8th grader at Park Ridge Middle School. Some of her
interests includes reading books, drawing, soccer, volleyball and hanging out
with friends. She is thankful for any of her friends and family who have
supported her.

Emma Agoos is an 8th grader at Park Ridge Middle School. Her favorite
subject is Math and she is a Spider-Man enthusiast. In her free time, she
enjoys dancing, hanging out with friends, and baking. Stepping Stones is a
great club to join because it’s a creative outlet for anybody. She joined
Stepping Stones because she has an interest in reading, writing,
photography, and drawing. In the future she sees herself as a director.

Isabel Carino is an 8th grader at Park Ridge Middle School. Her favorite
subject is French. In her free time, she enjoys listening to music and
dancing. Stepping Stones is a great club to join because it allows their
members to be involved and express themselves creatively. She joined
Stepping Stones because she has an interest in reading poetry and stories,
writing creatively, and photography. In the future she sees herself working
at, and eventually owning, a well-known and respected company.
Colin McGuire is a 7th grader at Park Ridge Middle School. His favorite
subjects are Science and History. In Colin’s free time he enjoys hanging out
with friends. Colin says, “Stepping Stones is a great club to join because you
can write about almost anything.” He also states that the reason he joined
Stepping Stones is because he has an interest in creative writing,
photography, editing, and drawing. Colin sees himself being a journalist in
the future.
Tommy McGuire is a 7th grader at Park Ridge Middle School and attended
school at OLMA before entering middle school. His favorite subjects are
Spanish, Musical Theater, and Science. In his free time, he enjoys playing
Xbox. Stepping Stones is a great club to join because you can creatively
express yourself and have fun making the magazine. Tommy enjoys reading
and writing stories, photography, and editing. He hopes to be an animator in
the future.
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Estelle Fisher is an 8th grader at Park Ridge Middle school. Her favorite
subject is Computer Exploration. In her free time, she mainly browses
Instagram and plays old games. This is Estelle’s second year of being in
Stepping Stones. She joined due to her love of photography, art, and since
her friends forced her to. In the future, Estelle sees herself either in a
medical field, or a possible soldier.
Ava Morgan Is an 8th grader at Park Ridge Middle School. Her favorite
subject is Science. In her free time, she enjoys drawing and writing. She
enjoys Stepping Stones because you can express your creativity, and meet
people with your similar interests. In the future she sees herself as a
character design artist or biologist. She loves animals and has a pet lizard.

Alba Sanchez is an 8th grader at PRMHS. Her favorite subject is Band. She
loves track and field and photography. In her free time, she enjoys reading,
writing, drawing, listening to music, or spending time with her her family or
friends. She believes that writing and drawing allows one to express
themselves, which is she she joined Stepping Stones. In the future, she sees
herself as a psychologist.
Sabrina Sheridan is an 8th grader at Park Ridge Middle School. Her favorite
subject is Social Studies. In Sabrina’s free time, she enjoys drawing and
writing, as well as practice different instruments. Sabrina states, “Stepping
Stones is a great club to join because It allows for students to creatively
share with the school their thoughts and feelings in their own, unique way.”
Sabrina joined the Stepping Stones club because she has an interest in
reading poetry, reading stories, writing creatively, and drawing. In the future
she sees herself being a social studies or English teacher. She loves these
two subjects and would enjoy teaching other children about them.
Daniel Simpson is a 7th grader at Park Ridge High School. He joined Stepping
Stones because he likes all the elements of creating a magazine. He
especially likes photography and editing. His favorite subject is Pre-Algebra
with Mrs. Martucci. Daniel enjoys theatre, his phone, and hanging out with
his friends. He would like to thank Mrs. Borsinger and Mrs. McElrath for
creating such a fun club and everyone in the club for creating an incredible
magazine!
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Olivia Walter is an 8th grader at Park Ridge Middle school. Her favorite
subject is English with Mrs. Borsinger. In her free time, she likes to play
outdoors, draw, and hangout with friends. This is Olivia’s second year being
part of the club, and she says, “Stepping stones is a great club because if
you like to draw, this is your chance to put it in a magazine and show it to
everyone!” Olivia joined Stepping Stones because of her love for
photography, writing, and drawing. In the future, Olivia sees herself as a
baby nurse or a teacher.
Elyse von der Lieth is a thirteen-year-old eighth grade student, who was
drawn to Stepping Stones club because she loves reading, writing, and
photography. Stepping Stones is a great club to join because it is a way to
express your feelings and talents. She loves to play sports, stay active, and
spend time with friends and family in her free time. In the future Elyse sees
herself as a photographer.
Michael Gorrin is an 8th Grade Student at PRHS. His favorite subject in
school is English 8. In his free time Michael goes to town and films trains
and posts them to his Youtube channel. Stepping Stones is a great club to
join and he recommends that people join in the future. He joined because he
loves to take photos and videos of nature. Michael is also a great poet; look
for his poem in the magazine.
Sienna Prisco is a 7th grade student at Park Ridge High School. She likes
writing, singing, acting, and playing basketball. Sienna is also part of the
Stepping Stones club. She loves how she can be open and write about things
she enjoys in Stepping Stones. She mainly enjoys writing poems and
random stories in her free time. She hopes to become a better writer over
the course of her time in Stepping Stones. She would like to thank her
family and friends for encouraging her to pursue her love for writing.
Caroline Wharton is an 8th grader at Park Ridge Middle School. Her favorite
subject is Science and Spanish. In her free time, she enjoys listening to
music and reading. Stepping Stones is a great club for her because it allows
their members to express themselves and their ideas through writing,
drawings, photography, and more. She joined Stepping Stones because she
enjoys taking photos, drawing, editing, and writing poetry. In the future, she
sees herself either as some type of scientist or designer.
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Hallie Viering is a 7th grader at Park Ridge Middle School. Her favorite
subject is science and she is a huge Disney fan. In her free time, she likes to
hang out with friends, listen to music, and bake. Stepping Stones is a great
club because you can express yourself to the world however you want to.
Hallie joined the club because she loves using her creativity any way she
can. Someday, Hallie hopes to have a successful career in performing arts.

DISCLAIMER: THE STEPPING STONES STAFF IS PLEASED TO PRESENT THIS
PUBLICATION TO OUR FELLOW STUDENTS. THE PUBLICATION WAS
CREATED BY STUDENTS FOR STUDENTS AND IS NOT MEANT TO BE A
PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATION. ALL EFFORTS WERE MADE TO IMPROVE OUR
PRODUCT AND CATCH ALL MISTAKES. WE APOLOGIZE FOR ANY
INACCURACIES. AS THIS IS THE ONLY EDITION PRINTED, ANY OMISSIONS
OR ERRORS ARE PURELY ACCIDENTAL AND ARE NO WAY INTENTIONAL ON
THE PART OF THE STAFF, THE ADVISORS, OR THE PRINTER.
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